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and great to have the community coming together to share their stories.
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This really is a time to support each other.
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Stay happy and be at peace.
Stay happy
and be at peace.

Thanks, Stella and Tiggy
Thanks,
Stella
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“Our beautiful world’s on the brink.
We must all quickly save it or sink
Under cyclones and droughts;
Please hear victims’ shouts,
Or soon you’ll have no food or drink!”
Tim- musician/poet and eco campaigner.

SPONSORS
‘Home Time’ - Will Powers

OUR COMMUNITY

RECIPES

Our community is filled with
people doing amazing things. We want
to share the stories of these people,
what they’ve been up to and what cool
things they are working on.

Chick Pea Curry with Bathura
Ingredients (curry)
Make sure it is juicy
One tin of chickpeas drained and washed
Add coriander on top afterwards
One onion
Paste of garlic and ginger
Tin of puréed tomatoes
Bathura
Mustard seeds and jeera seeds
Recipe for Bathura
One tea spoon of salt
Mix chapati flour , self raising flour and
Two teaspoons of chilli powder,turmeric semolina flour.
powder and dhanajeeru powder
Add two tablespoons of yogurt
Add one tablespoon of oil
Method
A pinch of salt and a teaspoon of baking
Take a pan and put two tablespoons of soda.
olive oil.
Mix all ingredients and knead to make a
Add mustard seeds and jeera seeds
dough.
Add puréed tomatoes
Leave it for an hour and make balls from
Add salt chilli powder turmeric powder
them
and dhanajeeru powder.
Then roll them Into small circle and fry
Stir for a bit and then add chickpeas and one by one. Press a little and they will
a cup of water
rise.
Let it all mix and cook for ten minutes
Chanabatura is ready to eat

I’m Nicholas Taghavi a Filmmaker and Photographer.
I moved to Walthamstow from
Hertfordshire at the start of 2020 after
visiting here frequently in 2019, where
I attended various Borough of Culture
events and seeing my friend who has
been residing here for 2 years now.

Recipe by Indu Shah

Chilli Paneer
Ingredients
One packet of cubed paneer
Two onions
One green red and yellow pepper
Six cloves of garlic Crushed
A medium size ginger Crushed
One tin of tomatoes puréed
Garam masala two tablespoons
One tablespoon of salt
Two tablespoons of turmeric powder and
Chilli powder
Two teaspoons of soy sauce

Method
1- Chop the onion into small pieces and fry in the oil
If you decide to use tomato, add to the onion. ( I have a bit,
not much juice)
2- Pour in the orzo and stir with the onion
3-Pour the water into the orzo so it covers
4-Crumble some stock cube over it and stir (I use a cube,
but you can add as you go for taste)
5- Stir and simmer cook for about 20 minutes, or until the
orzo soaks the water and becomes soft   
DO NOT LET IT STICK TO THE BOTTOM

www.entervision.co.uk

Rick Simpson, Musician
Method
Put four tablespoons of olive oil in a deep pan
Fry onions and peppers then add garlic and ginger.
Add puréed tomatoes, then add two tablespoons of chilli
powder/turmeric powder/garam masala, Half tablespoon of salt
Two teaspoons of soy sauce.
Stir all the ingredients
Put all the paneer cubes and add one cup of water
Let it cook for half hour or until a fork goes through the paneer.
It is all ready to eat with naan bread or chapatis and rice.

Kritharaki (Orzo) - Cyprus Recipe
Ingredients
1 Onion
Touch of Olive Oil
Half a pack of Orzo (250g)
1 Cup of water
Vegetable Knorr cube
Half can of tinned tomatoes, or grated (optional)

With my first move to London I didn’t
want to be in an area and not interact
with the community. I want the
community to be at the heart of my
work. I spent lockdown interacting with
local independent businesses through a
FORGE Business Development
Programme by Creative United, which
supported businesses in Waltham
Forest. This was something that kept me

busy throughout lockdown and the Yoga
Me Happy live streams, which sure did
keep me sane.
I work part time as a Creative Content
Producer at the Horniman Museum and
the role has given me the desire to learn
about other cultural communities in
London. So now they’ve reopened I’m
keen to check out the Vestry House
Museum, William Morris Gallery and the
Walthamstow Pumphouse Museum.
I recently re branded my video
production company, Entervision Films.
Take a moment to visit my new
website where you’ll find my latest work
in documentaries, music promos, live
event coverage and fashion content.

NOTE- Have hot kettle water ready in case you need to
add more, as the water may have been soaked up but
the orzo is not soft yet.
Plate up and grate Greek Halloumi cheese over.
Enjoy!
Christine Constantinou (Cooper)

When I first got into music, as a pianist it was, strangely, techno and
house music. I loved the energy and the rhythms of the music and when
Jazz became my obsession at the age of 15 the rhythmic and harmonic
elements put my head in a spin and I’ve never looked back. It wasn’t until
I was I was studying music in London that I listened to my first rock album
- OK Computer by Radiohead. That sparked another obsession, listening
to every record and single the band produced.
This January I took a quintet into Porcupine studio to record re-writes of
the music from Radiohead’s seminal album ‘Kid A’. This year sees the
20th anniversary of the record so it seemed fitting to release the music
to the public. The record is Jazz but remains punchy, to the point and
accessible to all lovers of music. I’m really proud of the performances that
we put on tape during one afternoon. The saxophonist Tori Freestone
and drummer Will Glaser are also Walthamstow residents! The rest of
the band is James Allsopp on baritone saxophone and Dave Whitford on
double bass.
The record is being released on October 23rd on Whirlwind Recordings
and I can’t wait for people to hear it. We’ll be performing this music in
Walthamstow next year when things are a little easier for audiences. As
a long time Walthamstow resident, I hope some fellow Stow residents
get to hear what I’ve been up to.
Here’s the link:
https://rick-simpson.bandcamp.com/album/everything-all-of-the-timekid-a-revisited

My name is Miroslav Jesensky I’m originally from a small
town Kysucké Nové Mesto in Slovakia and I settled in London
15 years ago.
When I landed in Walthamstow I had hopes and dreams of becoming a
photographer and one of my earliest inspiration was my father who was forever
taking pictures of my brothers and me on our many trips to the forest and on
mountain hikes. So it was natural for me to follow in his footsteps and I started to
take on small projects from food to furniture photography while waiting for my big
break.
After becoming married and having a family the photography took a back seat
as I worked hard raising my family. But I still had the urge to do something more
creative, my new venture started when I noticed that my 8-year old daughter was
a natural artist and I would sit and draw with her. I found myself experimenting
with many mediums and techniques that is when I fell upon the art form of stippling.
Influenced by childhood adventures in forests of Slovakia and early exposure to black and white photography I create monochrome
illustrations showcasing beautiful landscapes. I think, deep inside I miss the times spent in out in the hills and mountains back home, so I
find this style as a way, I can return and relive it again once more. With every piece I create, I want people to be drawn in and feel the nature
how I remember it.
When I started to draw I was wondering if I should use my real name or an artist name. After some thinking, I come up with Libra Mons.
The first word Libra is pretty straight forward that’s my star sign and the second word Mons is Latin for the mountain.
It didn’t take long to find my style. Being a true Libran I have always been a stickler for paying attention to detail and that’s why stippling
came to me naturally.

People always ask me how long does it take to create one piece.
It all depends on the complexity of the art and on how much time I
can find to work on it. So it can take from under an hour to
several hours or days. I usually don’t rush it because even if the art
is finished I leave it till the next day to have a look at it again and
more often I spend more time doing final touches.
With the encouragement from my wife and daughter, I took the
plunge and set up an Instagram account to showcase my artwork
that is where Libra Mons was born in the October of 2019 and
since then the response to my work has been amazing. And I am
so grateful to be on this journey of learning and exploring the whole
process, as well as being part of an inspiring artist community all
over the world.
I am conscious when it comes to environment hence why all my art
is drawn and printed on 100% recycled paper with fineliner pens
containing archival ink. Even shipping materials like envelopes,
wrapping paper or clear sleeves are made of biodegradable
materials. All stippling is done with 005 size pen which is only
0.2mm. So you can imagine it can be very time consuming process
to create one artwork.
I find inspiration in all aspects of life, it can be as simple as just
walking down the street and suddenly an idea pops to my head or I
can be watching a movie with my family and suddenly I know what
I want to draw. There is many inspirational artist out there like a

French Neo-Impressionist painter Paul Signac, world famous
tattooist Dr Woo or many artists from online communities.
My most favourite artwork I done so far is piece called
“The Dreamers” which illustrates two people standing, observing the
night sky. One of the silhouettes in this drawing is of me few years
back in Slovakia.
Im looking forward to collaborations with other artists, challenging
projects and possible new forms of art in the future.
Contact/booking/commissions:
Web: www.libramons.com
Email: info@libramons.com
Instagram: @libramons
Facebook: @libramons

Miroslav Jesensky
Libra Mons
Ink Illustrations

Nathan Radford

Hayley Alexander
Owner, The Present Home
I’m Hayley Alexander and I’ve been living in the wonderful Walthamstow for
nearly 6 years.
I’ve always been creative and have enjoyed making and creating since the
early days. In 2018 I started upcycling furniture and homeware items around a
busy and demanding job. I loved this new way to use my creativity, but I also
noticed that the anxiety and stress that I was feeling from my day to day work
started to disappear once I got stuck into sanding and painting. The whole
creative process was, and still is, a brilliant tool to help me feel more calm,
present, and a lot happier.
When COVID hit, my day to day work
disappeared overnight. It was a total
shock which led me to feel lost and
completely unsettled. But once I had
found my feet, I realised I could use
the unexpected time and head space
in a positive way to really focus on my
homeware business. I had started to
sell some of my items when I first started upcycling, but the dream always
was to make a proper business out of
something that I had become so passionate about. Lockdown had given me
this opportunity, so I just went for it!
The Present Home is an online shop
of colourful, hand created furniture and
homeware items. I embrace colour and

pattern as I love the vibrancy and personality they bring to items, and ultimately for
your home. We sell cushions and other
textile items too which have all been hand
made by my talented Mum, Sandra.
You can find The Present Home at
www.thepresenthome.com
Instagram: @thepresenthome

Images come from the first William Morris Design Line, produced by
Urban by Nature, a local partnership from William Morris Big Local,
Wood Street Walls and friends. The programme was a design route for
London Design festival. William Morris’s design principles of CRAFT,
UNITY, COMMUNITY and SIMPLICITY were core themes connecting different
art, design and activities en route.

WORDS

My travelings- The next installment from
Mr Nick Taliadoros

‘The little book of love’
Nathan Karou

When love falls
The scent of her skin , an utterance of affection,
a touch soft, serene, sincere,
behold my eyes have witnessed the sun,
before breath has broken word
moments with her are eternal. enrapturing the appetency of my soul
ere my days , nights have no end ,
the break of twilight , a blink of her eye carries me aloft
a gentle caress for my soul .

Poems by Andy Lia

Lockdown
Slipping down this big black
hole,
Deeper down I go,
No light for me to go to,
My future, I don’t know.
First it was exciting,
Each day was filled with ease,
The sun was out, the mood was
light,
The new norm was a tease.
As time went on, and weeks
went by,
My eagerness has gone,
What is there, within these four
walls?
To do with warmth and song.

Beauty merely nectar
Behold an orchid
utterance of her smile
nectar for the honey bee

Lessons
let the heart be the orator of passion
amidst the dull and monotone assembly of the
crowd
embrace assiduity it is the gift of the creative
heart
ear to the assonance of the bird
soft tones temper the burdensome heart

All of Me  
The yoga eased up long ago,
The training just a chore,
The crossing T’s and dotting I’s,
In past I would adore.

If Dad didn’t exist for me,
The love I wouldn’t know,
You left me when I needed you,
A child just all alone

They said “go out”
And then said “don’t”
Confession all around,
It’s easier just to stay put,
Until a cure is found.

But Dad embraced me, all of
me,
With Mum, as one we walked,
Through life’s closed doors, we
found a way,
Together as best we knew.

So here I am, in my black hole,
The darkness and the rain,
Can only dream of days gone
by,
In parks and streets and frames.

Have Faith   

Rebel, shine, have faith, have fun,
For you have loved me like no other
Have craved me like no other
Forever searching, forever hurting
Forever praying and hoping
The when and where, is finally here
The patience the tears, the deep
routed fears
Have turned your sad soul dancing
Dancing from within your heart

You’ve missed so
much….
You’ve missed so much over the
years,
Wish you were there to wipe my
tears,
When I was small, you stood so
tall,
But all went wrong, you had a
ball.

When I left school, and passed
The moves your body holds you back at last,
But your soul performs like no other
Wish you stood proud with Mum
Your smile so bright the eyes so blue as past,
Magical, special
Rebel, shine, have faith, have fun
For you have loved me like no other.

Mistakes were made along the
way,  
But we learnt from them you
see,
Thank God for Dad who cared
for me?  
And loved me, all of me.

The day I wed, you were not
there,
Just sent your friend, how did
you bear?

The pain, the sorrow, so deep so
raw,
You kept your word, but saw it all.
When I had children of my own,
You didn’t come, you didn’t know,
Its past, it’s gone, one way it goes,
An arrow points the way it knows.
There’s no going back, those days
have past,
We finally met, and smiled at last.

Art by Christina Marshall

Last time we were in Kuwait leaving for Europe, on the way back
we had to pass again from the Suez canal. When we were waiting
for the convoy to start we had enough time for petrol supplies, and
a lot of small traders with their boats came on the ship; not only
on ours, but on every ship waiting on anchor. They were selling
anything and everything, from clothes, shoes, food, anything you
like as long they can have business. They were even asking you to
give them money as your ‘brother’ on the other ship requested that,
if you believe that even if you don’t have any brother, you would
give still them money .
After Suez next stop Brest in France. We had to pass from the
Biskaic bay, that time was very rough the weather with big waves.
You must be lucky not to have a bad weather in the bay .We stayed
few days in the port to load chickens. The size of the chickens was
small and they tell us that they feed them 24-7 so in a months time
they are ready for export otherwise is not profitable .
The town was very nice and clean, we had the usual shopping,
restaurants to have a different food from the ships cuisine, barbers
and some night life. The same here, we communicated with a bit
of everything, from English to Spanish to hand waves, as long they
wanted to communicate is not any problem.
take as to Cairo for a days trip. We were six of us in a long
In the port next to us were two very large tugboats
shaped car. It was a nice trip for a few hours. We arrived
waiting for when the weather when is bad and ships
early afternoon .
are in trouble in the bay, they would go to their rescue.
Imagine a busy hour traffic and the drivers drive like
Then the time came for us to leave the port on the way
maniacs to go in any empty space available. First stop
to Morocco to take oranges as Cargo .
was a historic mosque in the city. Very impressive, I do not
There we are, Casablanca again, this wasn’t the first
remember the name but it must be very important to the
time in the city. The nice coffee shops, traditional
muslim world as there was a program about it few years
restaurants and of course the leather shops. As usual,
ago .
the street traders they wanted to sell you fake watches
After that of course we visited the pyramids and the
or perfumes from big names .
Sphinx. It’s something different to see them in pictures or
Next port few hours away to Ceuta a Spanish port in
TV and very impressive to see them in person. As we were
the African continent. A tax free port for fuel and any
a bit late we didn’t have any time to go inside. As usual a
other supplies. We stayed only for a few hours, but
lot of people were around taking photos or trying to climb a
I had the time to go out in the old town as the other
bit of the pyramids as each stone is about a bit higher than
engineer was responsible to take the fuel as it fell on
a meter.
his watch . A very old town on top of the hill inside an
After the pyramids we passed the Nile to go to the old town
ancient castle .
for the old market and had a walk round, then a dinner.
If you didn’t know its’ a Spanish colony you will say it
Luckily we had the driver with us to take us around. After
is any other Arab country. The people the market, the
that we went to a club to have a drink and see a dancing
shops the lot. If I remember well, it was part of James
show before we headed back to the ship. We arrived the
Bond film very long time ago I think with Sean Connery
early hours to have a bit of rest before go back to the
‘Never Say Never Again’ .
routine .
After that, off again back to Port Side Egypt. On arrival
we had to stay outside the canal for all the
Next stop like before but not the Britannia to keep us
preparations. They had to attach at the front of the
company.
ship a permanent tripod, a big flood light with a person
inside to operate the light during the night time when
At the moment, that is all from me, take care until next
passing the canal. As I say in earlier stories, the canal
time.
is so narrow only a convoy can pass each way and
they meet in the middle where there is a lake so they
can carry on the trip each way.
Imagine during the Israeli and Arab war the two sites
were soo close each other about 20 -30 meters wide.
I had passed the canal last time about 40 years ago,
someone told me recently that they have widened the
canal so more ships can pass each way at the same
time; it was about time!
After we passed the canal we stayed for few a days in
the Suez port to take some extra orange cargo. That
gave us the time for some of us to rent a taxi driver to

The Useful & Beautiful
Project

Draught Drop

I’m Vasu Sellamuthu, a South Asian artist living and working in Walthamstow since
2016. I have recently been commissioned for The Useful & Beautiful Project through
community organisation Urban by Nature.

Our story
Hi, we’re Mell and Tom the husband and
wife team behind Draught Drop. We’re a bit
like the milkman, but for beer! Every
Friday we deliver 3.3pints of a different
local beer in our custom reusable growlers.
So, people get to enjoy it on draught from
the comfort of their own home.
Being residents of Waltham Forest
ourselves and both with a love of craft
beer, we wanted everyone to discover
the amazing selection of breweries our
borough has to offer. We also wanted to
deliver their beers at their freshest and in
an eco-friendly way, so Draught Drop was
born. A lot has changed since we first came
up with our idea and throughout COVID-19,
we wanted to support our local breweries
more than ever.
It’s been an exciting start to running our
own business - from getting our first customer, signing up each of the breweries,
running pop up shops, and expanding into

The Milkman for beer

My project invites residents of Walthamstow to share their observations
of home and being at home both during lockdown and the transition out,
through creative writing and poetry. The title draws on the William Morris quote: “If you want a golden rule that will fit everything, this is it: Have
nothing in your houses that you do not know to be useful or believe to be
beautiful.” I would like to ask residents in turn, what has revealed itself in
your house to be useful and beautiful, or useless and ugly?
To encourage a range of responses on the broader theme of home, I have
developed a series of creative writing exercises accessible online
(scan QR code). These call for a quick list, time-table, or recipe, to more
expressive forms like a letter or shape poem. I am equally keen on
receiving responses in different languages to represent our neighbourhood.
A selection of entries will be presented in the format of a Kavad, which is a
handcrafted portable story-box from Rajasthan, India.
The piece will be presented at an exhibition
accompanied by a spoken word event and ‘zine later this year.

Hackney. But we’ve loved the local support from
customers and local businesses alike. So far,
we’ve partnered with 16 amazing independent
breweries across Waltham Forest and Hackney
and delivered over 2,500 pints. Our delivery
partner ZED also uses electric bikes so it’s all
emission free!
The breweries
Waltham Forest: East London Brewing Co.,
Pretty Decent Beer Co., Gravity Well Brewing
Co., Neckstamper Brewing, Pillars Brewery,
Wild Card Brewery, Exale
Brewing, Signature Brew.
Hackney: Hackney Brewery, The Five Points
Brewing Co., Howling Hops, Deviant & Dandy
Brewery, 40FT Brewery, Hackney Church Brew
Co., Forest Road Brewing Co., Truman’s.

Image by Lara Simpson

Images by Ronan Haughton

I look forward to the co-creation of a
collective narrative on our experiences of home!
To view writing prompts and participate:
Prompts: https://forms.gle/TRbq3rL2oFvy94NE8
Follow the project:
https://www.instagram.com/usefulandbeaut/
https://twitter.com/UsefulandB
https://www.urbanbynature.co.uk/
Follow Vasu:

https://www.instagram.com/vasusell/
https://www.vasundharashankari.com/
Writing prompt: Golden rule

Find out more

If you’d like to find out more about the breweries or start getting your own draught beer
delivery you can head to our website www.draughtdrop.com or check us out on social
media. We currently have deliveries every Friday, ready for the weekend. We’d love to
bring you a beer soon and are offering readers free delivery on their first order with the
code MILKMAN4BEER.
We’re available in Waltham Forest & Hackney (E17, E10, E11, E2, E5, E8, E9 & N16).

The Windrush Suite

AFTER HRS

Hey my name is Renell Shaw,
I’m a Songwriter, Composer and Music producer.

Music, Mentoring, Masterclasses

I was commissioned by The Vortex Jazz Club/The Shape Of Jazz To
Come to compose a new body of work that marked the occasion
of National Windrush Day, the collection of music I wrote is called
‘The Windrush Suite’.
The four movements of the suite are inspired by the men, women and children, who latterly became known as the ‘Windrush
Generation’, or as I know them… Grandma and Grandad. I didn’t
want to create another generic Windrush timeline from an outside
perspective, that’s been done, I wanted to create something a bit
more personal.
I wrote ‘The Windrush Suite’ as a way to pay homage to the
complex origins of stories about life away from home, a longing
for family and security, love, loss, joy, disappointment and most
importantly, the will to survive.

Thursday the 1st of October for Black History Month. It
reflects on some of the conversations that have been voiced
around race and equality throughout the year.

Want to find The Windrush Suite video? Google: Renell
Shaw youtube The Windrush Suite (you’ll recognise the
artwork). Say hey on Instagram @renellshaw and see what
else I’ve been up to at: renellshaw.com
This suite is a celebration of the contributions of my vibrant
The music of The Windrush Suite will be available on all
community, highlighting the rich diasporic musical traditions from digital music platforms from the 16th of October.
the perspective of a Londoner who is second generation Black British of Caribbean descent (or so the forms always say lol).
The music was written, recorded and filmed at the height of
COVID-19 when all the sanitiser, toilet roll and baked beans had
vanished, and we were only supposed to be going out for
necessities and an hour of exercise. The 33-minute video of the
full suite was broadcasted live on Youtube on the 22nd of June to
over 11,000 people with an introduction by Bassist Dave Holland
(Miles Davis, Herbie Hancock, Pat Metheney) and an interlude by
Journalist, Broadcaster and writer Kevin Le Gendre.
I feel like we captured a moment in time from the perspective of
myself and the musicians (Orphy Robinson MBE, Ayanna
Witter-Johnson, Delycia Belgrave, Nandi, Samson Jatto and Taurean Antoine_Chagar) whose contributions brought my music to life.
Since writing ‘The Windrush Suite’, I have written a follow up
single called “Too Loud Too Proud ft. Sahra Gure and Afronaut
Zu”, which will be released on all digital music platforms on

To celebrate the launch of Wynwood’s new Logo and
Merch, they are offering the chance to win a £50 voucher.
To enter please email: info@wynwoodartdistrict.co.uk with
the following details:
1. Name
2. Age
3. Which Ward do you belong to i.e. William Morris, Higham Hill

WIN A £50 WYNWOOD All entries by 1st November. Winner will be chosen at
random and notified via email.
VOUCHER

After Hrs; a newly formed grass roots project
mentoring young adults and offering practical learning
into employment through the creation of visual and
recorded art, masterclasses from entrepreneurs and
specialists within the entertainment industry. After Hrs
was formed by Antigone and Stella Taliadoros and
Renell Shaw, during Covid-19 as a way to showcase
the cultural vibrancy of the community at a time
consumers couldn’t access live experiences. The
result was the opportunity for young people to create a
song and video under the mentorship of industry professionals, acoustic performances from up and coming
artists from the local community and a podcast talk
with self employed and business owners about their
experiences and how they have adapted during the
pandemic. All of this has been complied into a series
(After Hrs: Series 1) to be released weekly on social
and digital platforms and physical publications starting
in September.
Our most recent mentoring project involved giving
young up and coming musicians a budget to make a
music video and song about what their community
meant to them.
To watch check it out on Instagram.
To see what we’ve been up to and what is up and
coming, please follow us on instagram
@afterhrslondon
@ghetro (Stella)
@tiggywiggy (Antigone)
@renellshaw (Renell)
For more information and how to get involved, please
email: afterhrslondon@gmail.com

Are you a local resident that wants
to share their story?
We want real stories told from your
voice.
Submissions for the next issue must
be sent by Dec 15th.
Please email to:
info@lowalthamstow.com

Are you a local business that can sponsor our
free community magazine?
We need the support of local businesses and
funding to keep this magazine going. We love to
share stories and we know that you love reading
them!
For more information on sponsorship please email
info@lowalthamstow.com

My name is Roman Zabensky and I am
a London-based upcycling enthusiast
and designer coming from Slovakia.
My interest in ethical fashion started to grow when I moved
to London in 2017 when I started to buy clothes from
charity and vintage stores to avoid supporting fast fashion
business. After that I slowly started to get involved with
sewing and reconstructing most of the clothes and create
my own upcycled designs.

LOCUF OF
WALTHAMSTOW

This creative process became more than hobby for me and
from the beginning of this year I pushed myself not just
reconstruct clothes but create my own. And that is how my
brand JEBENSKY was born.
JEBENSKY is for guys, girls and anyone in between, with
pieces designed without one gender in mind. Aesthetic
of the brand is focused on minimal and luxury look, using
neutral colour scheme
and HANDMADE approach
https://www.instagram.com/romanzabensky/
https://www.instagram.com/jebensky/

POP UP
ARTS/CRAFTS/GIFTS

THURS-SAT STARTING W/C 12TH OCT

Want updates on any events we’re involved in?
Join our mailing list.
Visit

GIFTS ARTS AND CRAFTS FROM LOCAL MAKERS
AND CREATORS

www.lowalthamstow.com
Co-working
pop up
meeting space

AT DOLLY'S WE LOVE YOUR POOCH ALMOST AS MUCH
AS YOU DO & WE APPRECIATE EVERY DOG IS
DIFFERENT. THIS IS WHY WE OFFER A TAILORED
GROOM SPECIFIC TO YOUR DOGS NEEDS. IF YOUR
POOCH IS NERVOUS OR JUST A LITTLE ANXIOUS
ABOUT THE GROOMERS YOU CAN FEEL COMPLETELY
AT EASE AT DOLLY'S. WE OFFER A RELAXED & SAFE
ENVIRONMENT FROM A BEAUTIFUL SPACE AT
UPSHIRE HALL, HONEY LANE WALTHAM ABBEY EN9
3QS OR SOON TO BE OPENING IN LEYTONSTONE.

Contact Peter on 07788747506 or email peter@dollyspc.com for further
information. Our pricing is on our website and we are also offering an introductory
valet service for those living in the Waltham Forest area (for a limited time only.)
VISIT US AT WWW.DOLLYSPC.COM or FACEBOOK AT Dollys Pooch-Coiffure

OPENING HOURS 11-4PM (HRS MAY VARY)
WWW.LOWALTHAMSTOW.COM/POPUP

WE STAND IN
SOLID.ARITY

WITH LGBTQIA+

PEOPLE ACROSS

THE GLOBE

@ solid.action

